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Religious intolerance and anti-Semitism, culminating with the incommensurable human tragedy of 

the Holocaust, have also condemned the Jewish heritage to disappearance. Therefore it is the 

moral responsibility of Jews and non-Jews from all over the world to preserve these sites and 

edifices, as witnesses and vestiges, for centuries to come. By doing so, we stand tall and celebrate 

our victory, keep the Jewish heritage, and keep alive the memory embedded within. This Testimony 

should be saved as an integral part of the national and universal heritage.   

The term “Jewish Heritage” did not exist as such, before the Holocaust. But as far as we can inquire 

there was always an urban dimension (more or less tangible) to the identifiable Jewish collective 

life.  

The back bone of this essay is that the City is a most vivid History book.  So while the complexity of 

isues of today cities is growing, the preservation  of Urban Jewish Heritage, is lost in the ocean of 

problems, facing the decision makers in  the big cities, throughout the world.  

The progressively diminishing of Jewish communities, in conjunction, with the intensification of 

anti-Semitism and increased acts of vandalism towards Jewish religious and secular places, could 

condemn the Urban Jewish Heritage to disappearance. Also the global financial hardship, and lack 

of free land in the existing cites, made the Urban Jewish sites a permanent growing attraction for 

the developers.  

The essay will address the above issues applied to a case study that will evoke the devastation and 

demolitions of the fascist and communist era, the greatest urban amputation and the 

disappearance the Jewish district, and loss urban tees in the City of Bucharest, and the ways to 

return to the public memory, a history of a unique community and a unique act of creation, that 

should to be saved.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


